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COVID 19 Update

A rather belated Happy New Year! I hope you and your families are all
safe and well. Unfortunately I caught COVID-19 in early January and like so
many others have taken some time to get better.
 

In Hull, due to the national lockdown rates of infection have declined but
are still too high. I continue to have regular meetings with Hull City
Council and the Local Resilience Forum to make sure I understand what's
happening locally. I have done this throughout the pandemic.
 

At the end of the month we had the dreadful news that the death toll
from COVID-19 had exceeded 100,000 people. This is the highest death
rate per capita in the EU and one of the highest rates in the world.  It is
very shocking and many of us in Hull will sadly know families a�ected.
Combined with this is the fact that the UK has the worst economic
downturn out of all G7 countries.
 

It has been a very di�cult time over the last year for our NHS and care
sta� who have been looking after COVID patients. I am now very
concerned about the growing waiting lists in the NHS for routine surgery
such as hip replacements as well as for more urgent cases including
cancer. I therefore questioned the Prime Minister in late January about
his plans to support already exhausted sta� when the pandemic
subsides in tackling waiting lists.  I didn’t get a proper reply to my speci�c
question. You can watch this here.

 

School closures and mental health of

children

With schools closed until at least the
beginning of March, I know many
people are concerned about young
people’s well-being and mental
health. In the virtual Commons I was
able to ask the Education Minister
about what more could be done to
support families and young people
in Hull during lockdown. The
Education Minister made lots of
promises but I am concerned that
we need more action now.
 

Join the Covid-19 Vaccine Research

Registry

At this time research scientists are
continuing to develop new,
additional vaccines for COVID-19.
This is happening alongside already
approved vaccines which are being
rolled out and used in the UK for
mass vaccinations. Researchers are
now looking for more volunteers and
taking part may give you early access
to a vaccine later found to be
e�ective. To �nd out more and sign
up, visit
http://nhs.uk/researchcontact.

BREXIT

As you know at the very last minute the Government agreed a Deal with
the EU as the transition arrangements ended on 31st December.
Parliament reconvened during the Christmas recess and a vote was held
on the Deal with just a few hours scrutiny and with no opportunity to
amend the legislation. The Deal fell short of all that had been promised in
the Referendum in 2016 and, for example, did not cover the 80% of our
economy which is based in the service sector and cut our access to
several EU criminal intelligence databases. In the end I abstained in the
vote on the Deal as I could not vote for something that so clearly failed to
deliver on what the Referendum had promised without e�ective
Parliamentary oversight. The Deal was voted through Parliament.
However, this is just the beginning of ongoing negotiations with the EU as
there are still many areas to reach agreement on, including the �nancial
services sector and there is a �ve year review clause of the whole
agreement. 
 

UNISON campaign Onefor2

As a longstanding UNISON member I am supporting UNISON'S campaign
for a £2,000 pay rise for all NHS sta� who have worked so hard and been
so magni�cent during the pandemic.  I am also delighted that this month
we have elected the �rst woman General Secretary, Christine McAnea, to
head up the Union. Along with many of Hull’s local UNISON branches I
supported Christine as the best choice for the union.
 

Fundraising for the RSPCA
 

As a result of the Coronavirus epidemic and the current lockdown, the
RSPCA Hull and East Riding Branch has seen almost all of its income stop,
charity shops closed and a halt to the �nal fundraising push for the
rebuild which they’ve worked so hard to achieve at Clough Road.  They
have set-up a JustGiving emergency fund you can donate to which will go
towards their vital work and getting back open again.  To help, go to
https://www.justgiving.com/campaign/rspcahullemergencyfund2021.
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